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BBQ GAM asbl 2022

On 11 June, our traditional BBQ took place.

Gradually we are getting back to normal, even if it

takes time.

Although this year the number of participants

was lower than in previous years, we are

satisfied with the turnout. It was a very special

day, during which we met again two years later

with many acquaintances and benefactors of

GAM asbl. 

There was sunshine, a selection of tapas, a

barbecue, delicious cakes for dessert, our

famous tombola and even a mariachi band who

delighted us with a beautiful repertoire of

traditional Mexican songs.

Thank you all very much for your presence. To the

volunteers, thank you very much for your

collaboration. And to all of you, thank you for your

support to GAM asbl and its sustainable projects

to help the most vulnerable.

We look forward to seeing you at the GAM asbl

Annual Dinner on 12 November.

See you there! Have a great summer!

Sustained solidarity

GAM's activities have been marked by the

crisis caused by covid-19, as all associations

have suffered. Nevertheless, I would like to tell

you that many of you who are reading this now

have reacted positively to our calls to continue

supporting GAM 2022 projects.

One thing is clear, we are coming out of a

difficult period with the firm belief that we

depend on each other. The world needs us all.

"Both optimists and pessimists contribute to

society; the optimist invents the aeroplane,

the pessimist the parachute." George Bernard

Shaw

Friends of GAM asbl, dear volunteers of our

association, THANK YOU!

Amílcar Ferro B.

President of GAM asbl


